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  1. What is the other name for the Christian metal?

Baby metal

Kind metal

Jesus metal

2. Where did Christian metal appear?

Mexico

Canada and United States

United States and Sweden

3. WhicWhich are the typical instruments of the christian metal?

A flute

An electric guitar

A bass guitar

4. Which band was the pioneer of the Christian metal?

"Resurrection Band"

"Believer"

"Vengeance Rising"

5. Which one of the following bands was notable in the early 1980s?

"Messiah"

"Leviticus"
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"Whitecross"

6. In which year the Australian band "Mortification" became the first widely recognized Christian death metal
band?

1988

1980

1990

7. What was the name of the first Christian metal label?

Jesus Records

Pure Metal Records

Metal of God Records

8. Which band released the album "Snakes in the Playground" in 1992?

"Leviticus"

"Bride"

"X-Sinner"

9. What subgenre of metal does the band "Horde" belong to?

Trash Metal

Unblack Metal

Death Metal

10. When did band Norma Jean receive a Grammy Award for their album "O' God, the Aftermath"?

2008

2007

2006
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Right answers

  1. What is the other name for the Christian metal?
  Jesus metal
  2. Where did Christian metal appear?
  United States and Sweden
  3. WhicWhich are the typical instruments of the christian metal?
  A flute
  4. Which band was the pioneer of the Christian metal?
  "Resurrection Band"
  5. Which one of the following bands was notable in the early 1980s?
  "Messiah"
  6. In which year the Australian band "Mortification" became the first widely recognized Christian
death metal band?
  1990
  7. What was the name of the first Christian metal label?
  Pure Metal Records
  8. Which band released the album "Snakes in the Playground" in 1992?
  "Bride"
  9. What subgenre of metal does the band "Horde" belong to?
  Unblack Metal
  10. When did band Norma Jean receive a Grammy Award for their album "O' God, the Aftermath"?
  2006
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